BRAZILIAN K E R AT I N

K²LISS

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
LONG-LASTING
& PROFESSIONAL
BRAZILIAN
KERATIN
Reinvent your
Hair in 90 Min

BRAZILIAN KER ATIN

KYO K2LISS is the new BRAZILIAN KERATIN TREATMENT to straighten curls and
waves and to reduce frizz.
Thanks to the natural extracts it contains, it penetrates the cuticle, REBUILDING
its structure, HYDRATING and restoring the damaged parts, while providing an
absolute SMOOTH eﬀect that lasts up to 12 WEEKS.

K²LISS

WHY K2LISS?
W
* K2 stands for: KYO and KERATIN but it also
means “key to”, the solution to, in this case,
m
hair smoothing.
h
* LISS stands for lissage, the French translation
of “smoothing”.
o
SSo, K2LISS means
“THE SOLUTION TO GET SMOOTH HAIR” ,
making it straighter and extremely radiant.
m

With K2LISS even the most hard-to-tame hair can be made soft, silky and
manageable.

K2LISS combines rich
h natural
natural raw materials with the latest Brasilian Keratin
formula.
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* Because of the combination of omegas and aminos, Açaí has been shown to
improve the look and appearance of hair.
* Contains magnesium, vitamins A, C, E and B, folic acid and zinc, Vitamins A, C, E
and B required for healthy hair growth
* Helps to keep your roots strong and your scalp healthy which in turns helps
minimize thinning hair.

SHEA BUTTER:
Shea butter is a natural conditioner for hair. It is produced from the Shea-Karite tree
nut, which is a native tree found in the tropics of East and West Africa. It provides
extraordinary moisturizing properties and is therefore known as “mother natures
conditioner”.
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BRAZILIAN KER ATIN

3-STEPS PROFESSIONAL SALON
TREATMENT

NO DOWN TIME !
Clients can wash their hair immediately

K²LISS

STARTER KIT
ALL IN ONE BOX

CONTAINS:
- STEP 1: Anti Residue Shampoo (60 ml)
- STEP 2: Brazilian Smoothing Treatment (60 ml)
- STEP 3: Deep Repair Mask (60 ml)

>> STEP 1
ANTI RESIDUE SHAMPOO
Due to alkaline pH the shampoo deep clean removing the residue of
products accumulated in the hair ﬁber and leaving the hair extremely
cleaned. It opens the cuticles and prepares hair for receiving Step2, that is
to say K2LISS Brazilian Smoothing Treatment.
How to use it: Apply on wet hair, massaging gently. Leave it on for a few
minutes, rinse and repeat if necessary.
PH: 8,5-9,5

>> STEP 2
BRAZILIAN SMOOTHING TREATMENT
The treatment provides discipline, shine, softness and smooth the hair.
How to use it: After washing hair with Anti-Residue Shampoo, blow-dry the hair
and divide the hair into 4 even sections. Apply the Brazilian Smoothing Treatment in
one section starting from the base of head, after blow-dry this section with cold air
and iron it. Repeat this step on the other three parts of the hair.
PH: 3,0-3,5

>> STEP 3
DEEP REPAIR MASK
Deep Repair Mask moisturizes and gives softness to hair, improving the smooth
eﬀect. How to use it: Apply the Deep Repair Mask. Leave in for 5 minutes and rinse.
PH: 3,8-4,8

STEPbySTEP - KYO K2LISS BRAZILIAN KERATIN

PREPARATION

1

5 min

2
3

Wash the hair with K2Liss Anti Residue Shampoo,
massaging into a lather. Leave for 5 minutes.
Rinse. Repeat the operation for virgin hair or
resistant hair.

Use a hair dryer and hands to dry hair to about
85% dry.

Section the hair into 6 equal parts with hair clips.

APPLICATION

4
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Apply the Brazilian Smoothing Treatment in one section starting from the
base of head. Open the section in half and apply the product on the upper
and lower parts of the section. Use a ﬁne-tooth comb to comb through the
entire section, from the roots to the ends, making sure the whole length of
hair is covered by the product. Do not oversaturate.

With the hair dryer set to cold air, dry the two sections completely without
brushing. Repeat on all sides of the section.

STRAIGHTENING

6

7

Divide the hair into four parts and then ﬂat iron the hair from 8 to 10 times
from root to the middle of the strands, and from 4 to 6 times on to the
ends, the ﬂat iron temperature should range between 380 to 450 degrees
Fahrenheit (using lower temperatures for hair that is more damaged).

Repeat the iron straightening process in all the hair, always making sure
to take ﬁne and linear strands of hair throughout the entire head. Always
position the ﬂat iron at a 90o angle (perpendicular to the scalp) to achieve a
straight result starting from the roots.

FINALIZATION
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Rinse the hair.

Apply the Deep Repair Mask and work it through the
hair. Leave on for 3 to 5 minutes. Rinse again.

Blow-dry the hair.

BRAZILIAN KER ATIN

BENEFITS
>> ISTANT RESULT
No need to wait 72 hours.
As soon as you leave the salon, you can wash your hair, wear a pony tail, use
clips and pins and it will be straighter, smooth and frizzy free.
>> LONG LASTING RESULT
The treatment is designed to last 3-4 months depending on the hair texture/
porosity.
>> RECONSTRUCTIVE ACTION
Being based on keratin, the hair will be straighter, softer, shiny, smooth, frizzfree with instant manageability wich will reduce styling time.

K²LISS

HOME CARE COLLECTION

10
Beneﬁts
Instantly

>> STEP 1
ANTI FRIZZ SHAMPOO
An exclusive formula with K2Liss ingredients (caviar protein and shea butter) that
restores and straightens the hair leaving it strong and healthy and improving the
smoothing result of the treatment. How to use it: Apply on wet hair, massaging
gently. Leave it on for a few minutes, rinse and repeat if necessary.

>> STEP 2
ANTI FRIZZ CONDITIONER
With its highly moisturizing action, k2Liss Anti frizz conditioner makes hair soft ,
shiny and healthy.
How to use it: After shampooing, apply to towel-dried hair, to lengths and ends.
Comb. Apply a cap and leave in 3-5 minutes. Rinse with plenty of water.

>> STEP 3
LEAVE-IN 10 IN 1
10 beneﬁts in one product. it repairs dry and damaged hair, gives shine, prevent
from frizz effect, gives thermal protection, increases the smoothing effect, gives
softness, hydration, nutrition; it carries out an anti-oxidant and anti-breakage
action. It prevents from split ends.
How to use it: Spray to towel-dried hair and dry with brush and hairdryer. Spray
again each lock and iron until the wishing result. Avoid contact with eyes. In case of
contact rinse immediately.

The new era for color and haircare

Take a look at our other products, get ready for the new era!

AMMONIA FREE & PPD FREE
KOLOR SYSTEM

Bio-Activator Oxidizing Emulsion | Bleaching Powder
TECHNO SYSTEM

Hairspray | Mousse | Wax
STYLE SYSTEM

The new era for color and haircare

Special line for damaged and stressed hair
RESTRUCT SYSTEM

Contiene / contains:
1x250ml RestructSystem shampoo
1x250ml RestructSystem mask
1x100ml RestructSystem crystals
12x10ml Restructsystem vials

Rehydrating, soothing
and protective line

Line for frequent
washing

Purifyng, balancing
shampoo with sebum
regulation action

HYDRA SYSTEM

CLEANSE SYSTEM

BALANCE SYSTEM

BRAZILIAN KER ATIN
Professional 90 Minutes
Keratin Smoothing System

alliance imp & exp
Abu Dhabi - UAE
Tel: 971 2 6731444
Mob: 971 50 5227733
www.alliancead.com
Email: kyo.k2liss@gmail.com

